
General Education Committee Faculty Senate Report

From: Michelle Igarashi, Chair
Date: April 6, 2022

I. System Foundations Committee Meeting, March 30, 2022: Chairs from all 10
campuses met to discuss the GE Redesign Parts I and II.

A. Questions brought up with answers by Deborah Halbert (UH Associate VP for
Academic Programs and Policy)

1. Capacities: Why are there so many? The build team couldn't come to an
agreement as to which capacities to include, so they threw them all in with
the intention of cutting them down after campus review.

2. Why the need for a revamp? One reason is to update and thereby
encourage students to stay within the UH system following their CC
experience. Currently, the vast majority of CC completers go elsewhere
including other 4 yrs instead of UHM, MC, UHWO, UHH.

3. Feedback evaluation: the Project GA will start next week to organize
feedback.

4. Team II, Revision Team: List of candidates for the next team (revision,
implementation walk-through, redesign) is with campus Faculty Senates.
Not all campuses will be represented as the plan is to make the design
more general than in the initial proposal.

a) Issues: Only seven will not allow for the unique perspective of
each campus to be expressed. Also, while this is proposed to be a
“faculty driven” redesign, Student Services (counselors,
admissions, recruiters, financial aid, vet services) need to be at
the table to define legal, compliance, and accreditation guardrails
as well as plausibility of advising through
degree/certification/transfer. Deborah asked Michelle to attend the
summer sessions or suggest a representative. She, in turn, has
asked Student Services Unit Heads for a volunteer from
supervisory level personnel.

5. Campuses would have the freedom to  decide what classes would fulfill
KHUAs. There would be an agreement amongst all UH campuses to
accept whatever courses are awarded campus-designations. The goal
would be a simplified core that would work for each campus.

6. KHUA is a designation not a Banner code, so campuses have the
freedom to assign courses to fulfill KHUA capacities.

7. Possible ideas for the second incarnation of the GE redesign by System:
a) Add Foundations Oral Communications.
b) Add second semester Foundations Writing



(1) Librarians shared InfoLit works best when part of a
composition curriculum and not a stand-alone lab.

c) Add Foundations Hawaiian (FH) course
(1) Have FH take the place of one of the existing

requirements.
8. System question: do we keep the 1500 AD cut off for FGA/FGB or can all

classes be FGC?
a) Issues introduced by Foundations committee

(1) Students will not voluntarily take courses before 1500. Isn’t
it important to know what came before to understand what
is happening now and what may happen in the future?

(2) If we get “too creative,” will our courses be transferable?
We have no control over what universities will or will not
accept for credit.

(3) If the only history class a student takes is a course in a
content field, will there be enough general historical
coverage?

(4) Will there be room for the arts which is a direct response to
what is happening within a society in a given moment.

(5) While the flexibility of creating, teaching, and taking a
uniquely constructed course is appreciated, will this work
primarily for four-year faculty who have the upper division
electives to work with as opposed to the CCs?

II. Leeward Gen Ed Year-End Reports
A. Due Apr 15, 2022


